Frankel PSET 2
1.
k = {1:4.0, 2:1.0, 3:30.0}
offset = {1:0, 2:pi, 3:2*pi}

2. The hydrophobic effect means that the region in question is nonpolar. As a result
it will have a small charge, which makes the electrostatic attraction with water weak
compared to the attraction between water and regions with a large polar charge.
Polar molecules will push aside the nonpolar ones to bond to water, forcing the
nonpolar molecules to the inside.
3. The electrostatic potential will take the longest to calculate. This is because you
only have to calculate the bond potential between a given atom and the ones it is
bonded to. You only have to count the angle and dihedral angle potentials with the
atoms close to the atom of choice. You don’t have to count atoms far away from the
atom of choice for VDW since VDW drops off very quickly as the distance gets larger.
Since electrostatic potential does not drop off quickly with distance, you would have
to calculate the potential between the atom and every other atom in the molecule.
This would take the longest time by far, and then you’d have to repeat for all the
other atoms.

4.
Probabilities
First find the probability for any one state in the range of X
In all of these, I am making the simplifying assumption that I am integrating over a
rectangle with a constant y=c
So the integral from x1 to x2 over y=c will be equal to (x2-x1)*c.
To solve for the weight of a given macrostate I am finding the integral over (x1 to
x2) in its x range and multiplying by the boltzmann weight of its microstates given
by the graph.
Int(x1,x2)e^-(U/kT) = (x2-x1)e^-(U/kT)
0K
At 0K there is no motion and no kinetic energy so you can’t do statistical mechanics,
so the probabilities are undefined.
100K
Xweight = 100* e^(5*10^-22/(100*K)) = 143.6656933
Yweight = 10*e^(10*10^-22/(100*K)) =20.63983144
Zweight = 518.4481292
Px = .2104209806
Py = .0302302761
Pz = .7593487434
298K
Xweight = 112.9283661
Yweight = 12.75281587
Zweight = 506.1162818
Px = .1787414046
Py = .0201849748
Pz = .8010736206
Preferences
For 100K and 298K both Z is more preferable. At 298K Z is even more preferable
than at 298K because higher temperatures favor higher energy conformations
because you get kinetic energy from the environment. At 0K there is no motion and
no kinetic energy so you can’t do statistical mechanics, so the preferred state is
undefined.

5. Knowledge-based prediction methods have to make simplifying assumptions like
not explicitly representing the solvent and assuming fixed bond lengths and angles.
They are also limited by the amount of known structures available.
6. Even if the force field is sufficiently accurate and is able to simulate things like
disulfide bonds, the folding timescales of a protein are usually much longer than
simulation timescales. The length of a times step in Molecular Dynamics simulations
is no more than a few femtoseconds (10^-15 s). Proteins at their very fastest take a
few microseconds to fold, and normally at least a few milliseconds. As a result, (in
addition to the massive amount of computing power required to simulate an
accurate array of microstates in the first place), simulating that many steps of
femtosecond length over a time scale of milliseconds would require a ludicrous
amount of computing power.
7. The Metropolis Criteria makes sense because this allows us to sample all the
structures of the protein across the entire Boltzmann distribution. The Boltzmann
distribution will still give us the structure with the lowest free energy because the
structure with the lowest free energy will be present more than other structures
across a given sample of time because it has the highest probability of being present
while higher free energy structures have an exponentially lower probability of being
present. By allowing structures with higher free energy states, the Metropolis
Criteria allows us to see how often these higher energy structures occur over a given
time sample. This is clinically useful because the protein of interest may not be
reactive in the folds of its lowest free energy state, and we want to determine the
clinically relevant, higher free energy folds and how often the protein achieves that
structure.
8.
9. a.) It looks like an unformed loop of amino acids without secondary structure.

b.) It does resemble a folded protein more now. I can distinguish alpha-helices now,
and the R-plot has points in the region of bstrands.

10.) No, it does not reflect the actual folding pathway. The current algorithm only
adjusts the dihedral angles between bonds and does so one bond per step. A real
protein has multiple bonds moving at the same time. The Rosetta energy function
doesn’t represent the solvent, assumes fixed bond angles, represents the backbone
using torsion angles, and represent side chain position by a single centroid, all of
which is not accurate for an actual protein.
11.) a)
9mer - The structure looks more well-defined with less loops and longer ahelices

3mer It looks like mostly unformed loops with a few beginnings of ahelices

b.) These predictions are much more well-defined with clear secondary alpha
helices compared to the dihedral predictions. The 9mer is more well-defined than
the 3mer, which seems more haphazard in its distribution of ahelices on the R-plot
9mer

3mer

12.)
The frag 9 method seems to converge to a reasonable structure more quickly. This is
because the secondary structure of 9mers is more defined than 3mers, which makes
3mers not as good as a template.
13.)

14.)
helix.pdb RMS = 2.597
bstrand.pdb RMS = 12.943
15.)
helix.pdb RMS = 1.072
bstrand.pdb RMS = 13.360
The magnitude of the change of the alpha helices is greater than the bstrand. This is
because the structure of the ahelix is more dependent on the compatibility of side
chains (often one side is negatively charged and the other side is positively charged,
so there needs to be a correct sequence of side chains) than the bstrand.
16.
RMS = 18.568.

17.) The dihedral algorithm was the least accurate out of all of them. Both fragment
algorithms offered a large improvement over the dihedral algorithm in terms of
accuracy. 9mer was more accurate than the 3mer because the secondary structure
of 9mers is more defined than 3mers. Running both the dihedral and fragment
algorithms in succession was another significant improvement in accuracy. The
packing algorithm strangely didn’t seem to offer a huge improvement. The
algorithms were much better at predicting alpha helices than beta strands because
of their curved shape rather than the relatively straight beta strands. Since the
dihedral algorithm is making random moves, then it will favor more curved
structures. Also the alpha helix has lower free energy than beta strands because it is
more compact, beta strands are less stable and easier to pull apart. In terms of
computational cost, the fragment algorithm seemed to produce a more accurate
structure in shorter time, but in terms of accuracy running both together seems like
the best trade-off between cost and accuracy. Pros of the dihedral algorithm is that
it is focused on accuracy of the bond angles, cons are that it does not take advantage
of prior knowledge. Pros of the fragment algorithm is that it takes advantage of prior
knowledge but doesn’t focus as closely on accuracy in physics. Pros of running both
are that it is more accurate than either alone and cons are that it takes more time.
Pros of side packing are that it is more accurate than either alone and cons are that
it takes more time.

